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Our greatest ENEMY:

a disease
www.the-disease.kiddds.org

Our greatest enemy is a disease, more dangerous than cancer,
worse than the black plaque of earlier times, when its cause
was still unknown. Close your eyes for 30 seconds and try to
determine the name of this disease. Write the name down!
99 percent probability that you are wrong. You know the disease well, but
consider it a marginal phenomenon. Because it can camouflage itself so
well. "Terrible! But does not happen frequently, so it has little influence,"
you think. But that is wrong. It is a key factor that has had a negative impact
on your life, from the beginning until today. 1000 difficulties you have encountered and are encountering today are related to this disease, because it
occurs much more often than you think, in people you deal with. These
people are hiding their disease in order to strike you out of their camouflage a.,
and also, in order not to be punished, b. "Only" 4 percent of people have
this disease, but much more often you are in contact with them, indirectly or
directly. Because people with this disease and whole groups of people with this

hereditary disease are looking for power posts to hit as many as posible and
make them victims - indirectly and hidden, but effective -.

The richest people in the world are in the grip of the disease, using their
billions to organize wars, WW2, coming WW3, contaminate our air, water,
and soil with pollutants, via chemtrails out of high-flying aircrafts, and
ingeniously exploit 1000 other opportunities to make damage and harm us.
They even fund scientific laboratories, staffed with people who also have
this disease and do nothing but to look for pollutants and harmful rays
(they found 5G), with which they can 1. hit us inconspicuously and 2. hard.
Activities that gradually increase damage, accumulating damages, are
their favorites: they use the observation, that ordinary citizens only
respond to sudden damage. Their particular attention is focused on means
and methods to reduce the fertility of citizens and to further increase the
large birth gates in Germany, England, France, Belgium, Holland and other
countries. A government of a country, able to counteract to shut the gates,
but doing nothing: how do you classify it? In the last 50 years, fertility has
dropped by 80% and continues to decline hard. Clear results of the
negative efforts, aiming to eradicate nations. They try Genocide from
above!
What does drive these people? What is the name of the disease?
In intervals, they organize grotesque killer games such as MH370
(abducted, disappeared, inmates killed), MH17 (abducted, unloaded and
reloaded with dead men from the MH370, then started again and shot
down with a BUK, blaming Russia), or 9/11, controlled demolition of the
Twin Towers, accusing then others (known as false flag operations) via
their Trojan horses (as Bush did), via people with the disease whom they
hold on power posts , invading then belligerently weak countries (Iraq).
Inside the country, behind the passing front, they break up unprotected
banks, get all the money out, load it on trucks and disappear with billions
unseen in night and fog in direction Switzerland, where they own, since
1931, inmidst of Basel, a nearly unknown Mini-State and within a big
building, the BIS-Bank of Rothschild-Rockefeller. There they deposite
safely the robbed billions (biggest bank robbery ever) and have time to
wash them. Proof: ex-insider. Billionaires, getting richer by some billions!
People of Superlatives: the richest people worldwide (Jacob Rothschild
owns about one half of all money worldwide),

the world's biggest bank robbers and the sickest creatures in the world. On
top of these three superlatives comes another one that leads us to the
disease, to our biggest enemy, a disease, that has these people firmly
under control: the biggest serial killers in the world: every week they torture
secretly caught children in BIS, since 1931; under the lust cries of the
present lustmurderers they torture them to death.
Lustmurderers! The hereditary lustmurderer-disease is our greatest
enemy. It turns people into our enemies, arming itself with intelligence and
energy to hit us.They, the lustmurderers, are the level1-victims of the
disease. We, the citizens of the world, become her level2-victims.
Who has not been hit by WW2? The elders directly, the younger ones by
his aftermath. Thought out in BIS, led and controlled from war
headquarter BIS, WW2 was a killer game of lustmurderers, with Hitler, an
illegitimate Rothschild from Vienna, RoRo-Trojan-Horse in Germany, and
with G.D. Roosevelt, RoRo-Trojan Horse in USA.
The young generation in Germany does not know that they almost would
not exist today anymore: the goal of the WW2 killer game of the RoRo
lustmurderers was extinction of the German population. Therefore, the
starvation war in 1945 until 1948. Its cancellation in 1948 was forced by
US President Truman, when millions of Germans already had died from
hunger (read the book of James Bacque "The Planned Death") and the
rest of the German population was about to starve to death.
In addition to the deep black negative, there is also the positive in this
world. Germany should set up more Truman stills in his honor. In many
cities. Truman became Germany's savior in that period.
But again lots of TrojanHorses of RoRo are sitting on highest posts in
Germany throughout the power organs. RoRo continues to pursue its goal,
now with other means.
The hereditary lustmurderer-disease, our biggest enemy, turns people into
unscrupulous killers, for whom genocide is no problem either. On the
contrary: that is great pleasure. Scientist could observe in special
situations a burning desire of the big lustmurderer-group to commit
genocide together: ,, when person1 in several high placed sick power
people lost control over their different person2 inside, person2 gliding out,
controlling the body for some minutes (the sick part of their brains caught

control over their bodies fully). Several „persons2“ got glowing heads
together, forgot the world, assuring each other their crying pleasure over
coming WW3, again and a gain. An underground report from BISheadquarter to the guerrilla- and TrojanHorse-army had stimulated the
excitement inside „the crew“.
For them genocide is no problem. On the contrary: that is great pleasure.
They want to live in the beautiful German country themselves.
Who? How many lustmurderers exist? Today about 300 million. In
Germany more than 3 million. Most people are clueless, consider
lustmurderers a marginal phenomenon. RoRo in Basel is only the orga-top
of the widely scattered Hun people with roots Khasaria in the Caucasus
and King Attila, the Hun, a lustmurderer nation, which travelled west with
guerrilla technique, growing in number until today exposively.
From 376 p.C untill 451 n.C they attacked Europe openly, with a strong cavalry
army. Later, they repeated the attack with a guerrilla army. That is still going

on. Meanwhile, they have added an army of TrojanHorses, after succesful
infiltration of the power organs. In their host nations, groups of them are
playing normal inhabitants and try to conquer power posts after power posts.
Often they were successful. Guerrillas on power posts become TrojanHorses.

Lustmurderers have two defects in their brains, as an impact of two
defects on a gene, whose seat ingenious scientists could locate. The origin
of the disease is narrow and limited. That gives us possibilities. "Insight is
the first step to recovery," says a well-known saying. If we understand the
disease as a disease of humanity, then with the scientific insight we have
taken the first step to recovery: to healing.
The hereditary lustmurderer-disease, our greatest enemy, transforms
humans into double persons, outside person 1, inside person 2, a
completely different person. Person 1 is friendly, looks normal, the perfect
camouflage for person 2, the very different person, who laughs and laughs
and laughs conducting joyful emotional saltos, in front of harm or death of
others. Person 2 increases damage until the death of the victim, if she can
do it with impunity. Otherwise she confines herself to limited damage, also
with hidden expressions of joy (watch twitching corners of the mouth).
Where we have suspicion, that the disease is present in a power person,
wanting to hit us, we can test her with the memory reader of Prof. Rykken

and recognize the disease, if present, immediately. Our great enemy
naked. This goes fast and also provides information about sick colleges of
the test person. A Trojan horse never comes alone. We always encounter
networks of sick power persons. Using the memory reader means their
k.o. In the past the sick people were barely recognizable. So they could
build up negative power, And the lustmurderer-disease could hit us hard.
Using the memory reader leads to k.o. of the enemy.
Our enemy, the disease, beaten! Who comes to CitizenPower and helps to
build the new world? Discouragement becomes courage. Question marks
become exclamation marks! We know the enemy. Ultimately it is a
disease that makes a small group enemies of the big group. We have the
resources to encircle the small group, to take their political power, control
of the economy and media, and the power of big money out of the hand
and isolate them. Until the lustmurderer-disease is cured, we put the small
group on a waiting track. As stated, there are good prospects for healing
the disease. Before this background, courage and activity is needed from
teams with sufficient numbers and strength. Are you brave and strong?
Then come and help!
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